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No one knows how the war had begun, but it had. There had
just been a battle. Seara and the Sun Dragon army had not
won, but neither had the Shadow Dragons. It had been a draw.
Few had survived, only Seara and fifty other Sun Dragons. The
Shadow Dragons only knew of twenty survivors.

Seara was the youngest, but strongest warrior, and already had
a scar from the battle on her neck. They were in the Eirenal
Mountains, high above the clouds where it was always sunny.
The Sun Dragons and the Shadow Dragons had been fighting
again about the dragon code.

In the dead of night the Shadow Dragons snuck through the
water gate and blew up the main fortress with dynamite!

Seara was mad and also unsure about what to do. Her scales
turned an angry blood red colour, instead of her normal white
scales with gold. The red colour gives her inner strength.

Two more Sun Dragons died from the attack. As soon as the
explosion had happened, the Sun Dragons had closed the
water gate and the Shadow Dragons did not know that the Sun
Dragons had a magic shield protecting the fortresses, but it
had been the fall Shadow Dragon army and the attack was in
the night.

The Shadow Dragons had the upper hand. The Sun Dragons
had no more materials to rebuild the fortress. The night had
never gone slower. When the day came the sun dragons held a
council at the ruin of the main fortress. They decided that half
of the Sun Dragons would go to battle while half stayed behind
to rebuild the fortress out of materials that had been left
behind.

So the ones leaving for battle had to travel across the
mountain range, which was quite the journey. The Shadow
Dragon army was still trapped in the magic barrier, which gave
the Sun Dragons an advantage, but it was also daytime, which
gave them an even bigger advantage.

Seara was chosen for battle. After four days they finally arrived
at the fortress of the Shadow Dragons. They attacked the
guard forces. They won and broke down the fortress, but one
did not win the battle. Seara made a noble decision to sacrifice
herself so that her tribe could win.
Prophecy: One unknown, one unseen, the heroes kin will rise
from the mountain, take up the fallen place in the battle.

The End.
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